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About This Game

Going Up is a fast-paced science-fiction sword fighting game. Fight endless waves of enemies in a totally doomed quest to reach
the end (and a less doomed quest to reach the high score board).

Features:

 Endless waves

 Multiple kinds of evil robots

 Wield a bolt of lightning, a flaming sword, or a line of pixels! In VR!
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 Boss battle

 Probably not going to shoot your dog (but it is Early Access)

Planned features:

 More enemy types

 More boss battles

 More stage variety
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Title: Going Up
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Conrad Nelson
Publisher:
Conrad Nelson
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer.

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires an HTC Vive

English
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Disturbing, Unfinished and confusing as ♥♥♥♥, it holds a bad funny on my list with certain jump scares. Recomended for
people who dont have the stanley parable. 3.5/10. The series as a whole before the individual game

The series is great. However, their is a warning, the set of games, especially the last one, are harder than most of these type of
games. The writing is great, the stats carry over between games, different events can happen based on the stats you have or what
classes you choose. However, for your first run, expect to fail. However, there is a lot of replay value in these games and they
are very enjoyable.

This last game is the climactic conclusion to the story. Your character will learn about the demons and search for an artifact to
fight them before the big final battle. Once again, more classes, bringing the total amount of classes your character can be to a
whopping 35 classes. The mechanic of managing the ship, which helps bring you to the artifact, is not as fun or as extensive as
managing the army in the previous game. There is however, a major plot thing that can be fun at the end.  After you find the
artifact, your character has to turn himself into a demon so he\/she can perminantly kill other demons. Failing checks in this part
can cause your character to become more demonic, giving bonuses but also getting you closer to bad endings.\t There are several
endings in this game, of which there are (I think) 2 good endings and 6 bad ones. That said, I really like the game. It does some
interesting things that many of these games don't try, and still offers a lot of choice for playstyle.. Short and Sweet, and a
standard click adventure. If Expanded with a bigger story, it would work very well.. Brilliant Best Ever game by Giants
Software.

elliot. At this time day and night are to short or at lest day.you get hunger and need water way to fast.
rember it is still in the making.the game has high hope there's already lots of crafting and base building is easy to use it is also a
pretty game to play. nice sunrises and at night 2 large moons to looks at so far my incounters with mobs have been easy to kill
one or two hits with the sword and there dead.the top trier crafting seem a bet trying takes awhile to greater and brake it all
down into what you need But not to very bad... if you likie survial and crafting you well like this one. A+. Now i just need the
more lewd version of the game uwu. Great game, kind of a casual rpg, but if you're looking for something that's not so stressful,
decent customization, and basic spells/crafting, look no further.. Nomad Games retroactively changes the terms of their
contracts. I cannot recommend buying anything from this company nor will I do business with them again.. A very simple yet
addictive match three puzzle game, Highly recommend for die hard match three fans :). Just spent hours playing with my friends
after it came out. OMG!! finally a game for VR!
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I praised Freezeer, NedoStudio's recently released game, as I really liked the idea and the atmosphere the game had. So much so
that I uprated it as opposed to its shortness.

I thought the guys at the studio had already come up with a game as original as it was, however, Ablepsia appears to have been just
as rushed (if not more quickly put together). In 30-40 minutes you can get all achievements and in 5 minutes you have already seen
everything the game has to present to you.

Our job is to lighten half a dozen dark cities (as nowadays it is normal for these indie adventures I do not specifically want to
mention the awful grammar used for the game's English translation) which means letting an old man walk 500 meters or so to
reach the exit. Along the way our job will be to click on obstacles such as manhole covers or lit fires or barbwire traps (?) to get rid
of them and, most importantly, on street lights to turn them on.

The levels only get more difficult as the obstacles will appear more frequently - too bad many of them are annoyingly close to one
another. This becomes apparent at the beginning of subsequent levels when we immediately hit them (resulting in immediate death) -
our protagonist can stop with the use of the space button, though. This ability we'll use often and thank God for not giving it a time
limit! We also have a boost ability (which makes no sense considering the game's pacing).

And pretty much that's it. Achievements are mainly related to completion and some just keep popping up as the game is being
played. I failed to notice the tutorial level and started it only when I already reached level 6. Not finishing the last level but starting
the training stage up made all my previously completed levels lock up so I had to start over.

Ablepsia is an example of how easy it is to go down on the road of shovelware for the purpose of a quick buck. Highly NOT
recommended. Great idea, bad execution. 'Nuff said!. I liked the bugs.. a casual puzzle game, for that price it's cool. is this a mobile
game? i bundle bought it, so it's cool.. https://youtu.be/NGF5pXIx5GU

A strong improvement over the original a functional bullet hell with standard two color absorption mechanics (Ikaruga)

If you're going to play any of the eXceed games, this one is the best. Also 'Vampire REX' is a great terrible name.. Exactly what it
says on the tin. Cockroack killing in VR is almost as good as actual cockroach killing. Excellent application if you're working with
any RPG Maker engine. It's cheaper and more streamlined than Photoshop. (That's what I was using before.) It's very easy to set up
the grid so you can rearrange and edit tiles, too. I'm well versed with Photoshop and GIMP. But GCH is a great tool because it's so
specialized for 2D spriting. You can see a walk cycle preview, for example. It can convert sprites from XP to Ace so they fit the
number of frames. It can even handle the old 2000 and 2k3 sprites. It features random sprite generators that are easy to customize
and set up. Some people expected it to have "behavior" bases and corresponding parts, for animations or poses, like dancing or
collapsing. It doesn't. (I have no idea where that expectation came from. At least one person already made a "down" base. Just
consult the internet.)

Yes, VX Ace has a built-in character generator, but you can't even adjust colors without an outside editor. GCH allows much more
freedom for what parts you're able to use and how you can layer them. The resource sets it comes with are for RPG Maker XP and
VX Ace. (If licensing is an issue because you're using some other engine, you can always import your own sprite parts...)
Now, this might not be the best tool for making a sprite entirely from scratch, for a number of reasons. But it's probably one of the
best options for editing sprites or piecing them together. If the price is too steep for you, just wait for a sale.. I first tinkered around
with the demo and liked what it did with the character, there is a scene where you get to select equipment and also clothing and
amusingly the choice of clothing does matter, so bought the game. The narrative is a kind of detective story in a fantasy setting and
it also caters to LBQT, if you want it to, which is nice. You can import your save from this game into Sordwin : The Evertree Saga
and it has an interesting effect on the subsequent narrative. I look forwards to the third sequel in this setting.. best game ever
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